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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to investigate the feasibility
of using home videogames as a self-help t.oo1 for children. A
review of the related literatsure lends support to this concept by
exploring the effects of television and videogames, and the
theories of learning through pJ.ay as described in tshe appropriate
journals. Many parent opportsuniEies to serve as role models for
tsheir children are being reduced because of economics and
dysfunctional marriages. Much of the time formerly spents with
their children is also being displaced by tshe media in the form
of television and vi.deogames .
A survey desigmed to answer questions about parents' and
children's atlitudes and perceptions of home videogames should
add to the limiEed research in this area. The survey indicates
that parent.s believe children are learning ski11s when playing
home videogames. It also shows an interest in having home
videogames Eeach more defined ski11s. There is a favorable
acceptance by both the parents and the children in home
videogames as indicated by three outs of four households reporEing
owning a home videogame system.
The research indicates that an infrastructure and desire to
play home videogarnes exists. Taking advant.age of these elenents
and providing didactic content to the videogames would make their
use as a self-help tool for children feasible.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
People do not have tso look too far to find how
their lives are affected by technology as it controls
many aspects of our daily existence from the worlq>1ace
to the home. It has changed the way we work and the
way we p1ay. For example, hardly anyone or anytshing in
our culture is lefE untouched by tshe influence of
computers. Modern society would be hard pressed to
live wiEhout. computers. The fast pace of modern life
has created the need for computers to intervene in and
control actsivit.ies that only a generatsion ago were left
up to individuals .
Education, entertainment, and donestic duties from
household finances to prograrnmed food preparation have
made us increasingly dependent. on the computer. Many
American households are slaves to the computer in the
sense that much time and effort. must be appropriated to
earn the money required to support our computer
mediated lifestyles. we are all victims of the frant,ic
pace at which computers operate.
We are a society in transition. Comput,ers have
changed the world and how we relate to it. this
t.ransition may be perceived as a threat by those who
are unwilling or unable to change. It is a sure bet
society will never give up the comput.er. That would be
analogous Eo our ancestors giving up fire. ilust as our
lives are forever changed by the introduct.ion of fire
and our ability to control it, so it is with computers.
Technology moves toward greater sophistication
regardless of its use or misuse or relat,ionship to
humankind.
Television is another of tshe many examples oi
modern technology that certain critics claim we have
become slaves to. control is the key operat.ive in our
relaEionship with technology. we must be able tso
control technology in order for us to be its master and
not its servant. Television, in its infancy, was
thought to have great potential as an educator as well
as an entertainer of the masses. Commercial television
programming is primarily driven by profit, motive, and
enEertainment. programning delivers more profit. than
educatsional programming. The marriage between
television and compuLers in the form of home videogames
once again has unleashed a huge potential for
commercial profits and another vast and seemingly
limitless potent,ial for educat,ion. We know television
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can influence and educate vietrers, and cerEain
infererlces can be drawn from this and applied to home
videogames. The goal of the researcher is to
investigate the feasibiliEy of using home videogames
for the socialization and education of children. The
researcher believes there is an infrastructure already
in place that would faciliEate horne videogames being
used for this purpose.
RaLionale
In the late forties a new medium began to
make it.s presence known in American households. The
prolific infilEraEion of television in the American
home has altered the American family in dramatic ways.
Leisure-time activiEies of the past have been replaced
by endless hours of television viewing. Family members
of all ages are allowing themselves to be inundated by
the glow of the caEhode ray. Television viewing
stsartsed out as an activity that. families enj oyed
tsogether. Like the radio, it was a shared
entertainment experience. Parents would consult the
list.ings, and the family would gather and watch what
was decided upon. That was in the early 1950s.
Parents exercised more control over television viewing,
and tshere was a relatively limited select,ion of
programs. Many things have changed since the 1950s
especially in the areas of mass media and economics.
Economic factsors tsoday also hawe made it.
commonplace that many households no longer function as
they did in the past. Often both parents must work t.o
provide a decent standard of living for the family.
Many families have been a1lered by the high rate of
divorce in America. Parent.ing in this country has been
drastically affected by the economy. the changes in
family structure, and the enonnous presence of
television and iE.s accompanying entertainment devices.
Out of necessity the role of parenting is more
frequently being delegated to other people or
systems of tsechnology.
As children get older, many parents knowingly or
unknowingly assign the role of parenting tso sysEems of
technology. Television has assumed the role of
part-tsime parent in many American households. Present
in mosts homes, it now offers an abundant amount of
programming. Often this is the cheapest alterriative to
expensive childcare. When a child comes home from
school the television may be the only companion tiII a
parent arrives. It occupies our children while we are
at vrork, and often while we are at home with them.
People create a working and functional realitsy from
their life experiences. Mass media is part. of that
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life o<perience, and j.n sone way it is responsible for
shaping our individual and collective realities.
Television portsrays a constructsed reality to its
viewers. As adults, most of us are aware of this. Can
children make such distinctsionse The role models and
themes that television presenEs are very repetitious.
There is a great deal of prosocial contents tso mosts of
the themes and story lines in that good triumphs over
evil in most instances, but unfortunately tshe vehicle
good uses for its Eriumph is often violence. Parents
who are concerned with the amount of violence on
E.elevision can obtain more access to altsernat.ive
programming through cable services or by tshe use of
home satsellite receivers. In recent years there has
been an increase in uhe number of television channels,
and a vasE selection of entertsainment and educaEional
matserial is available for consumers to play on horne
video-cassette recorders .
The Anerican household has also seen, in more
recents times, the appearance of home videogames. These
videogames are played on simple computer terminals that
use tshe television as a display device. The firsts wave
of popular home videogames hit the American public in
7919. By 1985 the home videogame craze had reached its
lowest point because a glut of poorly designed games
had flooded the market (Kinder, 1991).
The Nintendo corporation of Japan realized there
was a huge poCential for its more sophist.icat,ed
videogame system. After an extsensive advertising
carnpaign, Nintendo soon captured 20 percent of the U.S.
toy market. By the end of 1989 there was a Nintendo
system in one of every five homes in the Unit.ed States
(Kinder, 1991). Nintendo predicted that nuniber would
rise to one in three by the end of 1990. The Nintendo
videogame system made television a more interact,ive
e)q)erience then itss predecessors. This enabled
television to become more like a playmate instead of a
passive form of entertainments. L,ike any playmate,
videogames have the pocent.ial for being a socializing
agents.
In the state of Minnesota, a pilot program had
been planned in which home videogame terminals were to
be used to play the state lottery (Minnesota State
L,ottery. 1991). The question of whether or not this
constitsutses a misuse of the medium is being asked.
Home videogame terminals have been used almost
exclusively for children's entsertainment. The
transition of the game terminal E.o an in-home gambling
device has opponents warning that we are sending the
wrong messages to children. IE makes sense that, if the
"wrong" messages can be sent. then the possibility of
sending the "right" prosocial messages is also wiEhin
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the potential influence of the medium. Chambers and
Ascione (1986) define prosocial behavior as behavior
that benefiEs another individual at some cost to the
individual performing the behavior; examples include
helping and sharing. Apparently the concerns of the
opponents on tshis issue have caused their state
legislative policy makers to call for extensive
discussion before the projects should proceed (Minnesota
State Lottery, 1991).
Videogames are another medium in the multimedia
mix of entertainments and communication devices. A
greater effort must be made tso provide videogame
programming tshaE will bet.tser serve tshe needs of our
society. The researcher hopes t.o shed some light on
the feasibility of videogarnes being used as a t.oo1 in
the socialization process of children rather than just
another high-tech toy that merely keeps them
enEertained and occupied. A review of the past and
curren! literature on the effectss of tselevision and
videogames coupled with new research based on survey
questions distributed to group of parents and children
should accomplish this.
Some home videogames feature a lively sequence of
event.s that must be learned in order to reach desired
goaIs. "super Mario Brothers n is a game popular with
children that provides obstacles and pitsfa11s that the
player must overcome. Built-in shortcuts aid in goal
completion. The game features a sequence of game
screens that increase in leve1s of difficulty as the
previous seqnrence is completed. Super Mario BroLhers
can be considered a prosocial game because the game
character, which is controlled by the player, must
rescue another game character in order to win the game.
Games like Super Mario BroEhers can be used as models
for programming games that will provide the chil-d user
with skiI1s for self-heIp and an informational base to
confronts certain societsal problens .
Many of tshe goals of parenting are accomplished
through repetition and rewarding correct behavior.
Correct behavior in many instsances means making correct
decisions. videogames, even those with prosocial
conlent, can reward the user with an array of whistles
and beI1s, more play time, and r.ri th a sense of
accomplishment. Videogames can also demonst.rate that.
making the correct choice is the avenue to reward,
recognition, and a sense of accomplishment. The
eye/hand coordination and problem solving techniques
that children exhibit. playing videogames are skil1s
worEhy of acknowledgrment and Ehey also may benefiE them
later in 1ife. Many adults would be tsrounced if they
Eried to match or keep pace with the videogame playing
skills of most children. Its would seem t.o make sense
I
tshat parents should consider videogames as a t.ool that.
could facilitate some of their parental goa1s.
Purpose of Ehe Studv
The purpose of this study is to investigat.e the
feasibility of using home videogames as a self-heIp
tool for children. Computser games are no stranger Co
educational and training specialists. Electronic self-
help programs in the form of prosocial computer ganes
are being used tso enrich young people's intellectual
and behavioral development. This study is being
undertaken to see if its feasible t.o apply the same
knowledge and techniques to the development of mass
produced home videogames with che intended goal of
aiding in the social development of children. This
researcher believes tshere is an exist,ing infrastructsure
already in place in most Anerican households that could
facilitate the benef it.s of computer-based training.
Consider what there is tso work with. The technology
exist.s, and the fundamental theories of education and
behavioral modification and their effectss are well
documented in the appropriate journals. Many young
people today have the time and a strong desire to play
videogames. If we take that desire to play videogames
and direct it t.owards videogane play that employs the
simulatsed completion of self-he1p ski11s, we have a
situation where positive tshematsic input is repeated and
reinforced.
Predetermined goals embedded in the games would
focus on self-help and problem-solving skills,' examples
include making simple meals or snacks, practicing good
hygiene, and picking up aftser themselves. Self-help
ski11s for varying age groups could cover a broad range
of life coping skiIls such as safety issues. Problem-
solving skills would help users increase their ability
co make inEelligent decisions. The reward can be the
familiar array of whistsles and be11s and extsended game
p1ay. Videogames thaE are programmed to entertain and
challenge, as well as reinforce some of the skiIls and
behaviors parents wanE their children to exhibits would
be an additional tool in the educational and
socialization process. It. would be very beneficial if
parents and children were consulted in any preliminary
videogame designs because their intsuitive skilIs and
opinions most certainly will contain valuable insights
that could advance the usefulness of home videogames.
As a parent, I have some very concreEe ideas abou!
the traits r would like my children tso exhibit. There
are times in my household where my wife and I are both
working. We want. our children to be self-reliant vrhen
they are faced with this siuuation. we enjoy playing
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with our children. and more time can be spent playing
with thern and displaying affection towards tshem if they
have tshe informational base to take care of some of
tsheir own basic needs. We are fortunate that we are a
tr,ro-parent household, but Ehis not the situat,ion for
many American households .
The single-parent household oflen is faced witsh
task of childrearing \^rithout the resources that could
greatsly benefits the children. Being raised in a single
parent household could bring about deprivations in many
areas. It will suffice to say that some of the
deprivations could be due uo economic factors, but some
of chem could be caused by not being informed of what
is e:<pected. No child chooses to be e barrassed, left
out, or placed in harms way because they did not
acquire the social ski11s or information base to
confront the world around them. Perhaps videogames
lhaE have as their purpose educating and facilitating
behavioral change could accomplish this. There is no
doubt this is already happening for those who can
afford more e:<pensive home computers and their
accompanying games .
Providing educational and prosocial programs for
home compuEers does liEts1e to help economically
s t.rapped families who rnay have many of tshe same goals
in childrearing as the more affluent. The forum for
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addressing the disadvantsaged, especially children, is
any means available. videogame terminals are low-end
computers thats are more affordable for lower income
families. This researcher wantsed to determine if it
was practical and advantageous to provide more
prosocial games for home videogame t.erminals.
Al though many family situations have been altered
by economic and social forces, parents sti11 wanE to
see their children grow into aduItss witsh values and
ski11s thats will enhance their adults 1ives. In our
modern society, technology is playing an ever
increasing role as a socializing agent. It is up to
adultss tso insure that Ehe impact of technology on
children is positive. E)q)erts continue to argue the
effects of television and now videogames. There are
some aspectss of tselevision viewing that are very
positive for young viewers .
Bandura and Waltsers (1963) state that. mass media
are a source for symbolic models that have the
poEential to further the goals of parents. They also
believe that careful consideration about the contents of
children's mass media can greatly benefit both children
and parents. Although videogames were not in the mass
media mix when they made their assertions, the idea
that positive. constructive content will prove
beneficial holds true today. Lesser (1974) indicates
t2
tshat children will learn attitudes such as kindness and
altsruism if presented witsh the proper models or
modeling technique.
In order to det.ermine the feasibility of the
medium, a review of the related lit.erature in chapter
two will address television and family 1ife, the
effects of television and videogames, and gaming and
simulation. The American family and itss relationship
with television requires ongoing research to see how
entrenched this medium is becoming in the household.
The proliferaEion of videogames and their effects
should also be tshe subject of on-going stsudy.
Past studies on the effects of television and
videogames, have yielded various resu1t.s. Sirnply put,
they can either have no effect on behavior or they can
elicit some form of behavioral change. Some layman,
parents and non-parents a1ike, believe tshere is
noticeable change. The er<perience of tshis researcher
supports the belief thats uhere can be behavioral
changes associated with television and videogannes. The
literature bears Ehis out. Again tso simplify, these
changes can be good or bad and short or long tserm. The
content of tselevision programs and videogames and their
salient featsures are only partsly responsible for any
perceived effecEs. A bettser understanding of tshe
elements that moEivatse people to engage in videogame
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playing may aid in developing games with more learning
poEential 
.
Gaming and simulation techniques have proved that
learning can take place from play activities.
Borrowing some of these techniques and applying then tso
home videogames would also be useful in the developments
of games whose purpose is to creatse a learning tool in
a play environment. Currentsly most. videogames designed
for learning are in tshe minority being greatly
outnumbered by entsertsairunent games .
In order to deEermine the feasibility of using
home videogames as a self-he1p tool for children, this
researcher constructed a survey inst.rument designed to
find out how parents and children perceived home
computers and videogames. Would parents be int.erested
in using videogames as tsoo1s for learning? A t.ot.aI of
eighE questions were asked of the parenls. A separate
survey was distributed tso the children who participated
in this study. Their questions were concerned with the
amount. of use and most liked features of their favorite
videogames.
This researcher believes that home videogames can
be developed to aid in the socializatsion of children.
this would benefit the parent as well as the chi1d.
l.lillions of children have been thrust in front of the
television since its availability to the masses.
74
Television has yets to realize its perceived educational
value. While tshe argument continues about. Celevision's
perceived effect, people are continuing to make it a
major part of their life e:<perience.
Home video games are also becoming widely accepted
entertainment device for the American family.
Videogames desigmed for home computers are indeed an
accepted tool for education. The benefits of these
games are only available to those who can afford them.
Low-end computers in the form of home vj.deogame
terminals could be utilized Eo provide many of the
advantages in learning those with more expensive
computers realize. This researcher believes there is
an infrast.ructure in place in the form of home
videogame terminals that could feasibly aid in the
socialization and education of children in many
different i{rnerican homes .
Chapt.er two will be a review of the related
literature thau are in the areas of Eelevision and
family 1ife, the effects of t.elevision and videogames,
and gaming and simulation. As television changes in
form and function in the American family its pot.ential
increases as a learning and socializing agent.. By on-
going sEudy of the effectss of television and videogames
we may be able to discover certain similarities that
could benefit both media and the user. The application
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of gaming and simulation techniques to comput.er and a
limited number of home videogames has indicat.ed to this
researcher thats it is feasible to believe home
videogames could be an effective tool for socialization
and education of children. Programs developed for the
home videogame format could potentially reach a high
number of diversified families.
Chapter three will provide some background as to
why this researcher decided to undertake this study.
It will also erq)lain the procedure undert.aken to
ascertain if its would be feasible to use home
videogarnes as an agent in the socializatsion of
children. A survey instruments was conslructed to find
ouE about uhe attitudes parentss and children have about
computsers and home videogames ,
Chapters four and five address the parenEs' and
children's responses to the survey, and provides a
summat.ion that the researcher believes supports the
feasibility of using home videogames self-he1p tool for
children.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF REI,ATED LITERATURE
Television and Familv Life
Television is an intsegral parts of the American
household. In 1950 only about 58 of American
households had a tselevision set. By 1960 that figure
rose to about 90t, and by the early 1980s almost all
homes had at least one television set, (Condry & Kieth,
1983). Television became an int.ricat,e meniber of the
American fanily by fulfilling various family members
entertainment needs. Figures from Nielsen Media
Research indicate that during the 1992-93 tselevision
season point out that children from the ages of 2 to 11
spend over three hours a day watching television
(Mcei11. L994) . From the time children are very young
until the time they pass through elementsary school,
television viewing Eime steadily increases. Eventsually
more time is spent with television than in school or
communicating with parenEs (Singer, 1983). During this
time, some form of learning and socialization is taking
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place. This replaces and redefines the socializing and
learning that, in the past, children acguired by
intseracting with their peers or their parents.
Telewision is a very large part of American family
1ife. We have accepEed it as a medber of the family.
Ic can function as an entertainer, an educat.or, a
companion, and a babysitter. Television has greats
utility and service in part. because parents know where
their children are when tshe children are wat.ching
t.elevision. We start our children out very young in
their relat.ionship with television. Lesser (1974)
claimed Ehat children of preschool age and up to the
age of six are the heaviest television viewing audience
in America. More recents figures, however, show that
adults are watching more tselevision Ehan children
(McGill, 1994). The viewing habit.s of adu1tss provide a
model for the children that share their environments.
Mother and fathers may come and go in the American
family, buE the television is almost always certain to
be tshere. It is a non-threatening companion for
children, and it will always be Ehere for them on
dernand. The leve1 of involvement families have with
television may lead one to believe it is a well
documented relationship. this is hardly the case.
Only tswentsy-two articles pertaining to tselevision
have appeared in the National Council on Family
18
Relations j ournals since 1950. of which eight focused on
the effects of television, two focused on content
analyses, and twelve focused on how television was used
(Christopher, Fabes, & Wilson, 1989). It is the
opinion of these researchers that family relation
experts have directed 1itt1e at.tention to the heavy use
of television even Ehough television has been playing a
major role in the socialization of children. Singer
(L983) indicates vre can recognize the political
ramificatsions of television and its influence on adults
based on the vas E. amounls of money spent by candidatses
running for office. Given the amount of t. ime children
spend viewing television, i! would seem appropriate
that television has the inclination for being a
socializing agent.
Good (1964) defines socialization as a process by
which we acquire the values and knowledge of our group
and how we learn the social roles appropriate to our
position in it. Three argument.s comnonly used to
dispuEe television as a socializing agent are: mosts of
television is fantasy, the experiences presented are
t,oo renoved from everyday Iife, and television is
non-interactive (Dorr. 1985). Although these may be
valid argumentss about the nature of television, they do
not alter the fact that television is a learning
resource. Dorr also says many viewers understand that
19
tselevision programs are primarily created for
entertainment, buts many report they wat,ch television
specif icalJ.y to give them ideas and consider the
contents informative.
Many television prograrns provide the child and the
parents with models on how tso handle a variety of social
sj-t.uations in responsible ways. For example, the
former "Cosby Show" guided viewers through some of the
typical conflicts that confront many famil-ies. The
"Cosby' parents and children reach solutions without
resorting to domestic violence or screaming matches.
More contemporary programs such as "Roseanne" do Ehe
same thing today, while addressing more contsemporary
tsopics .
Television provides children with role models
whose range of emotional e:<periences and emotional
responses vary from the mild t.o the extreme. Like
parents or peer groups, tselevision is a rich resource
for observational learning. In observational learning,
the actions or responses of a real-1ife or simulat.ed
models are imitated by the observer. Parents need to
consider the possibility that children learn how to
behave in, and think abou!, social situations and roles
from the characters who appear on Eelevision
(Christopher, Fabes, & wilson, 1989). fmitation of
behavior presented by television characters can be
20
clearLy demonstrated by an episode of the once popular
show " Happy Days." When the character, the "Fonz, "
took out a 1ibrary card in one episode of the program
there was a five-foId increase in the number of
children applying for library cards in the United
States the next day (Greenfield, 1984).
Parents who are concerned about. the effectss of
television on their children may find it. more necessary
to assume a more responsible role in determining
progrErm selection and limi! how long their children
view television. Heavy viewing, especially of violent
programming, warrants concern because, as much of tshe
research from the pasts decade indicat.es, such viewing
tends to increase aggressiveness (Rubinst.ein, 1983).
Parentss can select less violent prosocial television
programming and limit tshe viewing t.ime of children to
combat Ehe negative effecus of violent programming.
This approach is realistic for some farnilies, but what
are the altsernatives for children who are home alone
while the parent or parents are working?
In sitsuations where the parent or parents are
forced to spend more t irne outs of the home because of
economic factors or because of dysfunctional family
dynamics, television is often the substitute for the
missing parent or parents. The reduction in the amount
of tsime parents spend wiuh their children reduces the
2L
overall opportunities parents have to provide
themselves as role models. television Chen becomes a
stronger influence in the shaping of children's
behawior.
Childrearing practices can differ according to the
family environment. Douvan (1963) and Propper (1972)
concluded tshat parental expectations of children are
greater when botsh parents are employed outside tshe
home, particularly with respect to those aspects of
home maintenance and self-maintenance for which
children are held responsible. There is a need to
t.each children self-he1p techniques and direct them
towards independence and, at the same time, provide
them hrith love and emotional support. Do parents have
the time and energy to perform all these funct.ions when
tshey return home from work? Can parents provide tshe
enotional support children need and teach them how to
be more independent in the decreased time they have to
interact with them? the linking of cornputers and
Eelevision can be utilized for some of these tasks. An
intseractive system employing the television would
provide another means to Ceach or reinforce a broad
range of safety and self-heIp skiIIs for children.
Instead of the television serving as a babysitter, it
could function as a skills teaching device.
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Television and home videogame t.erminals could be
used as a tool tshat would reinforce at,tribuces that
parentss would like to see their children display.
Critics such as Mander (1978) and Postman (1985) warn
us that the use of Celevision as a learning device has
irredeemable consequences. We are warned that.
television is beconing more dominant, than the printsed
r,uord. Since television is primarily a source of
entertainment, the discourse on such topics as
education, news, religion. and politics are st,eadily
taking on the form of entertainment.
Television may be changing in form, but its is also
changing in funclion. rt is no longer tshe one-way
medium it used tso be in the pasts. Home videogames have
made Eelevision interactsive and transcended its use and
poEential in the tunerican household. We have the
opportunity to turn tshe passive activity of viewing
Eelevision into a fun-fi11ed learning e><perience for
children. Content could be produced that would be more
representative of parental objectives. By studying and
understanding the inleractive nature of television
coupled with the computser, vre Inay find it possible to
design videogames that will increase the prosocial
applications of both media. If tselevision is indeed a
member of the family, it musts be ca11ed upon to perform
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more j.nteractive and positive functions that will
enhance and bet.Eer our way of life.
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The Effects of Television and videooames
In 1982 tshe National Inst,itute of Mental Health
(NIMH) published a ten-year assessment, beginning in
L972 of the scientific literature concerning
television. Emphas is was placed on entertainment
t,elevision and the report resulted in the following
statement.:
Television can no longer be considered as a casual
part of daily Iife, as an electronic Eoy.
Research findings have long since destroyed the
illusion tshat television is merely innocuous
entertsainments. While Ehe learning its provides is
mainly incidental ratsher than direct and formal,
it is a significant par! of lhe total
accultsuratsion process. (NIMI{, 1982, p. 87).
Certainly oqrerience continues to bear outs this
conclusion. A great nuniber of television progr€rms deal
wiEh the theme of good forces in a struggle with evil
forces. Violence is frequently the device thats is used
tso resolve the conflict. Huston and Wright (1983)
indicate producers, advertisers, and broadcasters make
ample use of violence in children's progranming because
they believe the dramatic conflicts involving anger,
aggression. threats, and conquest are necessary to
atstract and hold the attention of child audiences.
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According !o Rubinstein (1983), industry spokespersons
assert that their progrErms are fundamentally prosocial
because good ultimately tsriumphs over evi1, Nobody can
argue against good ower evil, but it. is a shallow
argumenE for tshe excessive use of vioLence. Children
may be learning Ehat conflict is best resolved through
violent means. FortunaEely the action drama, sitcoms,
and soaps of tsoday are paying more at,tention to
prosocial contenE. Many of the l-eading characters in
these programs do noE smoke. The lrend is to show more
int.erests in a healthy lifestyle (Zi11mann, Bryant. &
Huston, 1994). Violence is sEi11, however, a very
apparent means of resolving conflict..
ImiEation is an import.ant. influence in the
acquisition of deviants or conforming behavior and is
accomplished by observational learning or role
model.ing. In modeling techniques tshe learner observes
a real-life model behaving in a cerEain vray, or a
symbolic representatsion of the behavior to be acquired
is presented to the learner (Bandura, 1963). Bandura
also points out that much learning in North Anerican
society is accomplished through the use of real-life
models, buE advances in tsechnology are placing more
reliance on the use of slmbolic models. He also
contends that uhe amounts of tsime children spend
watching television is a strong influence on modifying
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and shaping their behavior which results in parents
becoming relatively less influential as role models.
Expertss have presenEed findings that links
tselevision viewed violence to aggressive behavior.
Rubinstein (1983) states in a sunmary of research
conclusions from the 1982 NIMH report:
Granted that the data are complex, and that no
single study unequivocally documents the
connectsi.on between tselevised viol-ence and laler
aggressive behavior, the convergence of
evidence from many studies is overwhelming and r^ras
so interpreted in the NII{H report. This
major research finding of the NIMH report
regarding the linkage of televised violence tso
later aggressive behavior clearly represents the
position of uhe great majoriUy of scientist.s
working in this fie1d. (p. 821)
There are also many positive influences associated
with television, and the selection of educational and
responsible prosocial programming can benefit children.
Laborat.ory and field studies have consisEently shown
thats such behaviors as cooperation, friendliness, delay
of gratification, and generosity in children can be
enhanced by appropriate television progranuning
(Rubenstsein, 1983). Parents have to learn how to make
the medium work for them. Network tselevision does
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provide programming for the younger audience, but it is
predominantly for the purpose of entertainment. and its
prosocial content is questionable. As Dorr (1985)
points ou!, ent.ertainments programming yields higher
profits than informational programming. The paid-for
cable syst.em is another source of channels designed
especially for children. Cable television may be
unavailable for some families because of tshe cost, and
it may not be available at all in some areas.
Broadcast television also provides a channel for a
public broadcasting stat'ion. Children's shows like
"3-2-7 Contact" and "Sesame Street., " which are produced
by the Children's Television Workshop and are aired on
tshe public broadcast.ing channel, are designed to be
educatsional and are very popular with the young
television audience .
In contrasts to comnercial television Huston and
Wright. (1983) find Ehat educational programs have
considerably lower 1eve1s of pacing, frenetic activity,
loud music, and sound effects than comrnercial programs
for children. The producers of the Children's
Television Workshop realized these were the missing
elements in programs designed to send intended messages
designed for a younger audience.
The success of programs like "3-2-1 Contact" and
"Sesame SCreet" have been attributed Eo techniques
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borrowed from commercial television and techniques
unique to lhenselves. Prior to producing "sesame
Stsreets, " those involved researched existing programs to
determine the television preferences of children. The
producers discovered tshats a young viewer's attention
r^rould not be diverted to an educational program just by
good intent.ions (L,esser, L914). Any morning cart.oon
show will demonstrate fast pacing, unusual voices, and
wide array of animal characters. The fast act.ion of
many visual and sound effectss keep children glued to
the screen. The programs produced by the Children's
Television Workshop demonstrate thaE children can be
informed and enEertained at the same time. The salient
and formal featsures of the medium can be manipulat.ed to
yield posiu ive effects .
Home videogErmes are a widely available form of
home entsertainment. There are several videogame
sysEems to choose from and hundreds of game programs to
play on them. Home videogarnes are changing the way
children relate to television. They are now
interacting with this new mediurn inst.ead of passively
watching it. Many children now have at their disposal
a sophisticated electsronic companion tshat will react Eo
them. Children are no longer stuck in the role of an
observer without the possibility of influencing the
scenarios presented by the medium.
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Early videogames were fascinat.ing to tshe American
public despitse their limited graphics and simplistic
game play. Pong and Space Invaders were very popular
games in tshe mid 1970s. The rapidly falling prices of
computer-related products made these first computer
games widely available tso the public (L,oftus & Loftsus,
1983). Now the only place you can find these garne
terminals or gErme cartridges is at a second-hand store
along side the eight-track tsape cartridges. The new
generation of videogames have advanced to the point
where they are very challenging. Today's technologry
has created graphics of amazing definition, realistic
sound effects and a wide variety of game environments
to suit all age groups. The t.elevision has once again
become an eneertainment center that fanily members are
interacting witsh while they are interacting with each
other. For example, many home videogames are sports
oriented and offer head-to-head competition. There are
many manufacturers of videogame software and hundreds
of games tso choose from.
Unfortunately, most of the programs being
developed for home videogames seem t.o be taking the
same path as television programming. Videogames
seerningly are echoing what Hust.on and Wright. (1983)
identified as dramatic conflicts in television
programming. In the name of entert.ainment, the forces
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of good and evil are again engaged in a struggle.
Violence is, once again, the deciding factor that
detsermines who will come out on top. The premise of
dramat.ic conflict involving vioLents themes as a means
tso grab and hold the atstentsion of videogame players may
prove to be false due Eo the int,eractive nature of the
medium. Malone (1983) identifies challenge, fantasy,
and curiosity as the intrinsic elements in videogames
thats motsivates players co use them. Making use of
these intrinsic elements t'hats motivate players, and
programming prosocial content could have the net effect
of a positive learning experience.
Condry and Keitsh (1983) assert that the direcE
effects of videogames depend on tsheir content. and tshe
same j.nferences abouts violent television programming
can be applied to videogames. The int,eresting twist is
tshe vievrer no longer takes a passive role in the
scenario. The viewer becomes one of the characters in
the p1ot. The game character which is under direct
control of the videogame player, shoots, kicks,
punches, or bombs the adversary ti11 victory or defeat
is at.tained. Nintendo of America Inc. (1990) offered
only eight educat.ion orient.ed programs out of over 300
game choices. The American consumer is provided with
another medium that has the ability to entsertain and
educate our children, but Ehe potent.ial to educate,
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once again, is overstradowed by the profitable lures of
entertainment, which is more and more defined in terms
of vioLence. aggression, and gender stereotyping.
Videogame playing is fostering the same concerns
parents and critics have had with television viewing.
According to Creasey and Myers (1986):
The introduction of videogames, botsh in homes and
commercial arcades, has met with mixed reviews.
Critics fear that, besides being a costly habit,
the games may also tsake tsime away from more
valuable activilies. Industry advocates claim the
games may improve hand-eye coordination and may be
a first step in introducing children to computer
technologry. @.2521
L,oftus and Loftus (1983) report on the effects of
videogame playing on the cognitive sysuems and how such
stimulation prepares videogame players to be bettser
problem solvers. Loftus and Loftus suggest simplifying
problem solving by breaking problems down inEo three
states; tshe original state, the goal state, and tshe
rules, which are the restsrictsions Ehat one must adhere
to as they move from the original state to the goal
state. Skil1fu1 problem-solvers plan and breakdown
problems into subproblems and concentrate on tsrying to
solve those subproblems. V'lorking through each of the
subproblems gets one closer to the ultimate goal which
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reduces tshe difference between the original state and
tshe goal stsatse. The cognitsive abilit.ies of videogame
players are stimulated, and problem solwing within the
game seqnrence becomes easier with repetition.
The combination of cognitive components can form
the basis of strategies that accomplish particular
goaIs. As videogame players begin to play a game, they
are functioning with their sensory memory which
provides a separatse memory for each of tshe five senses;
sight, hearing. touch, sme11, and taste. Each sensory
memory has a large storage capacity for holding
informaEion, but this information does nots stay around
for 1ong. For example, the informaEion entering the
visual moda1ity lasts about a quart.er of a second. In
this amounE of time the information is either
transferred to the next stsorage area of the cognitive
systsem or it decays and is los! Loftus & Loftus,
(1983). In spite of all the distracEions presented in
a videogame, the players ski11fu1ly select what is
relevant for goal completion and disregard the rest.
The attentsion abilities of the cognitive system
filter out the needed information and transfer that
information to the cognitive system component known as
short-term memory. The short.-t.erm rnemory has a
relatively sma11 capacity and can only hold abouts seven
ieems at a tsime which if not acted upon can generally
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be forgotten after fiftseen to twenty seconds. this
forgetting process can be prevented by rehearsal . By
rehearsing information it can be kepts in short-tserm
memory indefinitely. If through rehearsal a person
maintains a fots of information in short term menory,
tshere is less capacitsy 1efts to do other things such as
planning strategies and focusing atstention. So rather
than keeping tshe short term memory near fu11 tso
capacitsy, information is transferred to the cognitsive
system component of long term melnory. The efficiency
of entsering information into long term memory can be
improved with elaboration cechniques. This is done by
forming mental images of what is needed tso be
remembered and associatsing what is to be remembered
with Chings that are already known. The storage
capacitsy of this cognitsive system component is
virtually unlimited. tnformation from long term memory
can be forgotten, but the forgetting is relatively slow
L,of tus & L,of tsus ( 1983 ) .
Videogames may appear to some opponents ai a
wasteful and mindless activity, but in realitsy they are
a challenging exercise of the cognit.ive process.
unfortunat.ely, most videogarnes have followed the patsh
of mosE tselevision programming in the sense that the
programs are often violent in their orientation. Even
the earliest videogames were designed witsh a final goal
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to destroy some compuEer-generaled adversary. Yet even
in tshis limited approach tso videoganning the dynamics of
the mind are being stimulated, which in itself is a
positive effect. Greenfield (1984) asserts that. the
damaging effects that are perceived to come from
electsronic media are noE intrinsic to the media but
arise from the way the media are used. funong the many
uses of videogames Buckalew and Buckalew (1983)
observed that the promise to allow free time for
videogame play worked better as a reward contingency
than traditsional rewards in the classroom for the
behavior management /modif icat.ion of exceptional
children with enotional problens. In separate studies
of young people and their involvement with videogames
Dominick (1984), Egli and Meyers (1984) and E11is
(1984) found Iittle support in the notion that
videogame play is related to poor school performance.
El1is also concluded tshat the sma11 percentage of
subjects who displayed deviat.e behavior or reported
poor school performance had weak parentsal cont.rol .
A big concern raised by the former United States
Surgeon General Dr. C. Everett Koop is the danger that
videogames might be hazardous to Ehe health of young
people and may cause adverse mental and physical
effects ("Surgeon ceneraI", 7982). cibb, Bailey,
Larnbirth and Wilson (1983) investigated 280 videogame
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users and found no evidence that the games encourage
social isolation, anger, antisocial behavior and
compulsivity. The fear of young people becoming
aggressiwe after playing violents or aggressive orienled
videogames was nots supportsed in a study complet,ed by
Winkle, Novak, and Hopson (798'll, and similar findings
were reported by Graybi1l, Strawniak, Hunter, and
O'Leary (1987). Graybi11, Strawniak, Hunter, and
O'Leary (1987), conclude Ehats there are no powerful
short-tserm effects of playing video games with violent
content.
Conversely, Cooper and Mackie (1985) observed 9-10
year o1d girls and boys during p1ay, after playing and
watching aggressive video games, and notsed a
significanE increase in the girl's aggressive activity
while the boys prior aggressive t.endencies remained
unaffectsed. The results of two experiment,s conducted
by Anderson and Ford (1986) concluded that playing
videogames that are aggressive in cont.ent can lead to
negative short-term effects on the players' emotional
state. Some of the subjects of their stsudy
demonstrated increased levels of hostility and anxiety.
The data collected by Dominick (1984) recognizes that
videogames are not tshe "menace " claimed by some critics
nor are videogames devoid of some possible negative
effects. Authors Greenfield (1984) and Loftsus and
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Loftus (1983) do not see videogames as wholely
negaEive, but rather they see them as ways of
developing cogmitive skiIIs.
In a sludy conducted by Malouf, pose-Gorden,
Rodasta, and schuttse (1988) of lhe university of
Southern Colorado, thirty-one children with a range in
age frorn five to seven years were observed af t.er
playing both non-aggressive and aggressive videogames.
The results of their findings indicate that. young
children Eake on the behavior of the charactser in the
videogame that tshey played. The children were randomly
assigned to play either a violent or non-violent,
videogame, and then they were placed in a room with
toys that were similar Eo the characters in the
videogame. Their behavior was observed and their l-evel
of activity was recorded. There was evidence that
playing a videogame tends to lead to subsequent
behavior similar to that of the character the
individual controlled while playing the game.
The violent game featured charact.ers who kicked
and punched each other through out the game. The
children who played the violent game were more
aggressive afterward than the children who played the
non-violent game, The non-violent game consisted of a
character that would swing on a jungle vine t.o reach
it,s destinat.ion. In sunmary, the children who played
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the violent game displayed aggression in both their
actions and verbalizations while the children who
played the nonviolent game displayed behawior similar
to that game. These findings 1ed Malouf et, a1 . to
conclude :
It seems reasonable that a child who has just
r,ritnessed a certain prosocial behavior in a
videogarne, who has taken on in the game the role
of a posiEive charactser, and who has been rewarded
for showing thaE positive behavior will be more
1ike1y to show that behavior if given the
opportunity (p. 459 )
very little mentsion about tshe damaging affecEs of
tselevision or computsers stems from their use as
educational or informaEional devices. Its is the use of
these media as enEertainment devices that causes
parents, educatsors and researchers concern about their
damaging effectss. When videogames are used for
education, they become tools as opposed to being
entertsaining toys. Malone (1981) defines tsools as
systsems used as a means t,o achieve external goals and
toys as systems used for their own sake with no
external goals. According to Malone's definition, the
majority of todays videogames fa11 into the cat.egory of
Coys whose primary purpose is entsertainment.
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The production and distribution of entertaj-nment
programming is proving to be highly profitable for
v5.deogames as it was for television. fn order for
television tso attracts more prof it,s, devices such as
dramatic conflict (Huston & Wright, 1983) and technical
events (Mander, 1978) are used extsensively to capture
and hold the attention of the viewer. Mander defines a
technical event as any alEeratsion in natural imagery.
Perhaps iE is the cartoon quality of videogames thats
has 1ed to their profound appeal among children.
The abiliEy Eo entertsain has broughts abouts tshe
wide spread use of home videogames. The marriage
between videogame systems and t.elevision has placed
computer technologry witshin the grasp of people from
nearly all socioeconomic classes. For many children
the only opportunity tshey have to use computers is in
school . Low income families may not be able to afford
a home computer, but. many may be able to provide their
children with a home videogame system. The cost of a
home videogame system is under a hundred dollars and
game cartridges can range from twenty five to fifEy
dolIars. There are also many video movie rental
outlets that rent home videogames for two dollars or
less a night.
Parentss have an opportunity to choose games that
will benefit their children. Instead of tshe television
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controlling the activities of the chi1d, the child can
master the activity of playing videogames and Learn
that he or she is in control- of the technolog.y. There
is a need t.o design more wideogames that. will serve
children's needs. Prosocial videogames would employ
the elements that children find as challenging and as
ent.ertaining in their favorite videogames. These
elements should be ideneified and applied to videogame
development, just as educational teLewision borrowed
certain elements from children's commercial
programming. Mehrabian and Wixen (1985) suggest tshat
educatj.onal videogames can be programmed t,o provide the
user with more stimuli and control in order Eo raise
the attractiveness of the educational material being
presentsed. Raising the attractiveness of videogarnes
could broaden the scope of their use.
Videogames have the potenEial to serve as
sirnulat.ed models in tshe process of observational
learning. The content and form of videogames should be
exploitsed to produce instructional self-he1p and life
copin'g skills programs for children and people of all
ages. Papert (1980) states that the holding power and
the psychological impact of television could be
increased by tshe computer in tswo ways: by designing uhe
content for specific viewers, and by rnaking t.elevision
interactive. Home videogame tserminals have
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accomplished both tsasks. Loftus and Loftus (1983) and
Lepper (1985) state tshat videogames have at least the
same potential for being a socializing agent in our
socieEy as cars, telewision. air travel, and mainframe
computers. Videogames, due to their interactive
nature, may be more of an influence than Television.
A study by Se1now (1984) suggests that videogames fill
a need for companionship in heavy users and, Cherefore,
play a role in their socialization. Papert (1980)
poinEs outs, "there is a world of difference between
whats computers will do and what society will choose
Chem to do" (p. 5). videogames are after all comput.er
programs 
.
The prominence of videogames in our society has
turned the efforls of some researchers to develop more
useful games. Chaffin, Maxwel1, and Thompson (1982)
identified several motivating factsors in videogames and
developed six educational games based on the videogame
format and marketed under the t.rade name of Arcademic
Skillbuilders. The games were designed after
systematically observing and int.erviewing videogame
players and aftser hours of personal e:<perience with
videogames. The motivat.ional features given primary
consideration in the development of the Arcademic games
were feedback, improvement, high response rates and an
unlimited ceiling of performance. By the use of
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feedback the pLayer knows instantly whether their
responses were Eoo late, too early, correct. or
incorrect. Feedback is usually presented in visual
and/or audible form. Players are not provided with the
reasons why their responses are incorrect but are left,
to deduce them through observation.
Player improvement cones from familiarity and
stratsegy. Familiarity comes from repeated game pJ-aying
which leads to an understanding of the nature and
content of the game. The player learns tshe
consequences of his or her various responses and begins
t.o recognize cert.ain g€rme sequences and consistent
patterns. Overall sErategy improves as they begin to
ant.icipate events and take courses of action that would
increase their number of correct responses. High
response rates are due t.o the fast pace at which
videogames present information. Several hundred
responses may be required during the playing of a
videogame. The player must para1le1 process
information in order to successfully complete the game
and a break in concentration can mean a lower score.
Playing Ehe game requires the player's fuI1 attention
because there is no time for distracting thoughts, An
unlimited ceiling of performance is achieved due to the
built in rise in 1eve1s of difficulty in videogames.
This allows players to improve their ski11s such as
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informatsion processing and coordination and response
times. As these skiI1s increase, game players can
employ more effective gaming strategies and maintain
further int.erest in the game. Malone (1983) suggests
challenge, fantasy and curiosity are the necessary
charactseristics that make inst.ructional game
environments interesting. He found that games with
obvious goals were rat.ed the most popular in a survey
of students. People will be challenged if a program or
game has a variable degree of difficulty and if the
ouEcome is uncertain.
The 1eve1 of difficully can be determined by the
player's ski11 1eve1, determined aut.omatically, or
selected by the player. Uncertainty can be added to a
game by hiding information or adding randornness to a
game. Goals and challenges are captivating to people
because their self-esteem is engaged. Malone (1983)
contends that success in any challenging activity will
make people feel better about themselves, but caulions
that failure, if severe enough, will prevent the desire
to repeat the activity. He suggesus that feedback on
performance should be constructed so it minimizes any
damaging effects to a person's self-estseem. Fantasies
can make learning fun and aid the learner btr applying
o1d knowledge in understsanding new things tshrough the
use of analogies and metaphors. They also can provoke
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vivid images related to the material being learned and
may help the user remernber tshe material . Curiosity
motivates instructional environments by providing an
optimal leve1 of informalion which is neither too
complex or too simple. Sensory curiosity focuses on
the changes of light, sound or other sensory st.imuli in
the environment. In videogames this is accomplished
with music and animation and otsher audio and visual
effects. The effect.s can be used as decoration, t.o
enhance the fantsasy. as a reward or as a representation
system. Malone (1981) stsatses that. an activiEy is
intsrinsically motivating if people engage in the
activiuy for its own sake. He also suggestss if people
are intrinsically motsivaCed to learn something they may
spend more time and efforts learning, feel better about
wha! tshey learn and use it more in the future.
An prosocial videogame can be a shared experience
between the child and the parents which they both could
enjoy. Discussion between an adult and child during or
after playing a prosocial videogame would reinforce the
modeled/simulated behavior. Learning can be
facilitated by the interactivity of the medium and by
the sequencing of material- in sma11 increment.s that
increase in leve1s of difficulty. There should be a
clear reinforcement/reward for the proper responses
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along witsh the opportsunity to correct wrong responses
or course of actsion.
For the presents i! seems that videog€rmes are here
to stsay. The rising 1eve1 of lheir sophistication and
the increased abilities of the user should be met with
more meaningful program content. One way to accomplish
this would be Eo borrow from gaming and simulation
techniques.
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Gaminq and Simulation
Compared to mosts videogames which can provide sorne
form of indirect learning and have an entertainment
orientation, the primary purpose of simulation games is
to teach a particular behavior or skiI1. Games and
simulation exercises afford a person the opportunity t,o
encounter life e><periences symbolically through the use
of play theory while tshey are free of any potsentsiaI
damaging effectss from real world environments or
e:<periences (Silvern, 1985) . Learning through
simulatsion is founded in the theory that learning can
be increased and heightened when based on e:<periences
thats are fun, entertsaining and gamelike. Crooka11,
Martin, Saunders, and Coote (1986) group simulation
exercises into three distinct modes: manual, machine,
and manual-machine simulation. There is no computer
involvement in manual simulation, as found with board
games and role playing.
Resnick (1985) who convertsed a manual simulation
to a manual-machine simulation lists certain drawbacks
associated witsh manual simulation. These drawbacks
include the paper materials tshat bend, tear, or get
lost easily. He also wishes to overcome tshe annoyances
of shuffling and organizing Ehe game pieces.
Computerizing the game also aids in efficient score
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keeping and data retrieval . An additional feature of
this conversion of a manual simulation game t,o a
manual-machine game is that. it allows the data to be
altered according to ethnicity, age, or the background
of participants. Resnick sees this feature as a way t.o
make the simulation more real and meaningful, and
reduces the likelihood of the game becoming boring.
Machine simulations are run ent.irely on a computer
where the model and data are all included in the
computer program. Participants are on a one-tso-one
basis with the comput.er without the benefit of other
participants or a facilitator t.o provide interaction
and guidance. Machine simulations run the risk of
being less effective than manual or manual-machine
simulatsions if care is not taken to insure tshat. the
novelty of sound effects and graphics does not isolate
the computser simulation partsicipant so that they are
cut off from social inEeraction. There is the
possibility that. the parEicipant may be beating the
game without fulfilling tshe learning objectives of the
simulation. Unless machine simulations are carefully
constructed. they can easily turn into entertainment
and lose their effectiveness as a learning tool .
Manual-machine simulation games require some
interaction between the participant.s and tshe computer
wiEh the decisions made by the participants affecting
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Ehe evolution of the simulation. Crookall ets a1 .
(1986) state, "the computer and its data are merely an
operatsional aid Eo running a simulation, a springboard
for intseractsion among participantss' (p. 370). In the
context of home videogames as a self-help tool for
children, the parent or another adu1t. could be another
participant. They could assume the role of a
facilitator by guiding the child through tshe game
and/or providing debriefing aftser the game has been
complet.ed. This would greatly increase the learning
potential of any videogame whose object.ive is to serve
as a direct. learning resource. The self -development of
valuable life coping ski1Is through simulat.ion has the
potential to be enhanced if parents, children, and
videogarnes interacts tsowards predetsermined goa1s.
Farra (1980) defines self -development simulation
g.rmes as games where the obj ective is tso bring abouts
personal behavioral change, Their usefulness is
determined by the honesty, openness, and the intent
with which tshey are played. What musts be kept in mind
is the necessity for reinforcenent, debriefing, and
fo11ow-up strategies tso make simulation games mosts
effective.
The range of simulation games can vary from the
very simple to complex. Although a gErme may be
seemingly easy to play, the player may be unaware of
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Ehe underlying complex dynamic features imbedded within
the game. Simulation games nay give the appearance of
fun-fi1Ied p1ay. buts tsheir more serious objective is
learning .
Farra (1980) lists format, complexity, objectives,
model validity, and learning effectiveness as some
primary considerations in the selection of sinulation
games. The simulation game formats would include
aspect.s dealing with playing time, the number of
players and the intended age 1eve1 for which the game
is designed. Many simulation exercises use board
games, manuals and role playing as methods of teaching.
More recent simulation exercises are relying on
advances in computer technology to further their
learning obj ectives .
Model validity refers t,o how well the simulation
game reflects reality. Game content, can represent a
life e><perience that the player has had or will have in
the future. A simulation game is considered to be
effective if the player is encouraged to make an
association between the game and the real wor1d.
Effect.iveness is also detsermined by how long the
material presented remains with tshe learner, and
whether the learner is mot.ivat.ed t,o pue what tshey
learned into pract.ice.
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The way simulation obj ect.ives are achieved has
varying impact on their success. .Farra (1980) believes
that the learning objectives are more effective when
they are realized subtlety by the players. Obj ectives
may be made specifically noticeable or be covelt.Iy
hidden until a debriefing significantly details the
objectives. Simulation objectives can be reinforced
with follow-up material . Self -development simulation
game objectives can be oriented towards achieving a
particular ski1I. a single insight, or they can be
designed to give the player a Eot.al growing e><perience.
The game of "P1ay Yourself Free" teaches the
player insightss into reality therapy and is intended
for high school through adult learners (Farra, 1980).
The game intends to teach the player that once he or
she understands how the mind creates painful feelings,
he or she can control Ehe mind, and then be able to
control tshe hurtful feelings. It. is importsan! lhat tshe
playing of the game be structured in such a way as to
not mask over or make the objectives irrelevant or
ineffectual . An effect.ive debriefing can counter Ehese
effects and reinforce the game's objective. which is to
motivate the player into making a behavioral change.
Nawrocki and Winner (1983) report thats the U.S.
Army has shown keen intserest in both the lechnologDr and
motivational aspects of videogames. A U.S. Army study
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of the commercial videogame Battle Zone led to the
development. of a modified versj.on v,rith better graphics
display and better user conErol characteristics . The
game was made available t,o a wide range of Army
representatives to obtain feedback on the concept of
using tshese games for training. The positive reaction
warranted more study on user acceptability for similar
games. The U.S. Navy also converued an existing
training manual game on shipboard tactical exercises to
automatsed p1ay. Similar computer-based anti-subrnarine
training gErmes are being carried out by tshe British
Navy. For tank gunnery training the U.S. Army is using
a micro-processor based videodisc whose features
include sound effects, individual scoring and visual
feedback similar to those found in commercial
videogames. Maybe sometime in the future, the most.
qualified candidates for military gunner's school will
come from the ranks of uhe erq)ert videogame players.
The enterEainment value of videogarnes is certainly
embraced by young people. Perhaps videogames with
educational and training objectives will reach the same
1eve1s accept.ance.
Paperny and Starn (1989) stat.e, "the computer is
now accepted by teenagers as standard educational
equipment " 1p. 750). Results of their research with
program specific games indicate an increase of
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knowledge and a change in att,itudes in adolescents
concerning the use of contraceptives and tshe cost,s and
responsibilities of raising a family. Ihlo comput.er
games were developed tso address the problem of Eeenage
pregnancy. The "Baby Game" was desigmed to increase the
players' awareness and knowledge of the costs in time
and money involved in the process of childrearing. The
"Romance Game " was designed to give a bet.ter
understanding of the risks involved in engaging in
sexual intercourse. A fairly even distribution of
gender among the subjects, which numbered 718, ranged
in age from 13 to 18 years. Their ethnic distsribution
was diverse as was tsheir socioeconomic st.atus.
After playing the game, the participants expressed
that they could try different simulated scenarios
without real life consequences. Trial and error
learning in real life can be costly. time consuming,
and injurious. The teenagers were not concerned about
embarrassment when using game simulation as they might
be if they had to interact with a t.eacher. the games
were described as fun, informative, and educat,ional and
at the same tj-me 1ed to an increase in knowledge and
attitude irnprovements in the areas of t.eenage pregnancy
and contraceptsive methods. It. is significant that a
high percentage of players would play the game again.
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and that. a high percentage would recommend the gErme to
their peers.
The computser games were rnErde available to six
major pediatsric clinics in 1986 and the result was a
15* overall decrease in adolescence pregrnancy during
their first year of use. In other words a prosocial
game simulation proved its usefulness and effectiveness
in a very significant area. The use of videogames can
make easier the enormous task that. parents, teachers,
and health professionals face when they att.empt t.o undo
the misconceptions adolescents have about. sex and
pregnancy ( Paperny & Starn, 1989).
videogarning in the past was primarily used for
entertsainment. Although tshe earliests were very
rudimentary. the public embraced their unique
entertainment value. A handful educators, social, and
computer scientists, however looked beyond the
entertainment value of these games.
The first educatsional videogames were developed on
computers in laboratsories far removed from the average
public. Gaming and simul-ation techniques were used
being in conjunction with the with the benefits the
computer could add. Simulations could be made to
appear more real, and meaningful . The previous physical
annoyances in gaming exercises such as easily lost. or
damaged materials were eliminatsed. Collecting and
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retrieving dat.a were also greatsly improved. Added
player control reduced the chances that the games would
become boring. Many of these games would be considered
primitive by lodays standards .
while scient,ific conununities were debat,ing,
researching and developing computer and videogames, the
public was awash in presence of this newest form of
entertainment. Arcades were flourishing and bars,
lobbies, and even baEhrooms had videogames installed.
AfEer a three year surge of popularity the gaming
public started t.o gets bored \.ri th Ehe videogames that.
were available.
A renewed interest was brought about. when Nintendo
of ilapan developed a computer chip that improved every
element of videogames. Research stseadily continued in
the scientific comnruni ty abouE the effects and
applications of videogames. Military researchers were
looking at ganes meant. for entertainment and adapting
them to train military personnel . They have also taken
many former tsraining instruments and adapted them to
the computer and videogame format. There appears to be
no limit as to how computer and videogames can be
ut.ilized for the various and wide ranging Easks of
educating and training.
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CTIAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Backoround
This study was inspired by my three youngest
children. Several years ago we purchased a Nintendo
home videogame system for thern, As a result television
viewing and the way our children were relating to one
another changed very quickJ-y in our household. In a
short. t. ime tshe battle of whaC program to watch tsook a
hiatus. It was great to see our children and other
young people so cooperative and like-minded in their
entertainmenE. selection. l,ty visits tso the game room
went mostly unnoticed at first.. Their full attentsion
was on the game screen. OnIy a more e:<perienced player
with informatsion that would lead to better scores could
disrupt Ehe flow of electrons. As a parent I was
experiencing a rare events in child dynamics.
Boys and girls were cooperating with each other.
The older children were sharing their knowledge and
ski11s with the younger ones. More observation
revealed that the younger children were sharing
information with the older ones. preschoolers were
somehow keeping track of the beeps and noises Ehat
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meant tshings I could not even begin to understand.
When I was given the opportunity E.o pl-ay, I was
trounced. Everyone in the game room was willing to
help me improve my technique once tshe laughing died
down. I knew I was wiEness to something very special .
Somehow tshe presence of this l-itt1e computer and its
interface with the television was creating a learning
environment and fostering cooperation and sharing. Was
it possible that a computer-mediated environment could
bring about behavioral change? Could a child's
videogame be enibedded with prosocial content that would
affect. lasting behavioral change?
Major tsechnological developments and their
implementation bring about sociological changes.
Autsomobiles and televisions, for example, have created
change for nearly every culture on our planet. New
tectu:ologies along with ideas about their use are
constantly being introduced, and it takes tsime t.o see
how tshey effecE personality development and personal
relationships between people and people and machines.
Many households now have at their disposal home
videogame systems. I am not referrj.ng to personal home
computers which can be too costly for lower income
families to afford. Rather I am referring.to the
relatively inexpensive game terminals that utilize the
television screen as a display device. Effective use
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of tshis new computing medium can t,ransform tshe Cime
lhats a greats number of children are spending alone int,o
tsime that is spent learning valuable ski11s.
Its is the purpose of this research to e>q)1ore the
feasibility of using home videogames as a self-heIp
tool for children. Firsts, a review of the literature
addresses the nature of videogames and the
possibilit.ies of using them in ways other than
entertainment. A videogame is a computer program that
is run on a Iow-end computer whose primary functsion
dictates its leve1 of complexity. This does not
suggest that it.s programs for enterEainment and
education lack sophisEicatsion. It only suggests tshat
the hardware is less complex and therefore user
friendly and more affordable for more households. This
researcher believes this lower level of complexity. as
compared witsh personal home computers, has created an
infrastructsure of 1ow-end computser hardware that could
take advantage of programs that were meant to be more
didactic in tsheir content .
Second, a survey was designed to provide
information on both parencs' and children's attitudes
towards home videogames and certain aspects of their
use, The motivating facLors in videogames can be used
to hold the intserest of game players while trying to
impart educational and prosocial messages. Irlalone
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(1981 & 1983) suggests that the motivating factors for
playing educational computer programs is founded in
more tshan winning at. the game. His guidelines for
designing such gannes include challenge, fantasy, and
player control . Its is the goal of this study to
deEermine the feasibiliEy of using an existing
infrastructure of low-end computers in the form of home
videogame terminals as a self-he1p tool for children.
The information provided by the survey instrument
indicates that ownership of videogame t.erminals is in
the majority of the households surveyed. A review of
the related literature, which addresses the nature of
videogames and their various uses, shows tshats tshe use
of videogames is indeed feasible for educational and
prosocial applicaEions.
Procedure
In order to utilize horne videogames as a self-he1p
t.oo1 for children, tshe following questions wili be
addressed:
1. Whats are parents' attitudes tsoward computers?
2. What are parents' attitudes t.oward home videogames?
3. Do parents' perceive any learning or ski11
acquisition tsaking place while videogames are being
played?
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4. How do children feel about home videogames?
5. How often do children play home videogames?
5. Can a child absorb prosocial values from an
electronic representsation of said values?
In order to answer Ehese questsions, I reviewed
the literatsure available on the effects of television
and videogames, and gaming and simulation procedures.
I also constructsed a survey instrument consisting of
questions that would lead me to discover some of tshe
attitudes and tshe 1eve1 of involvement children and
parentss have wilh videogames and computers (see
appendices). The survey questions were developed from
the readings and informal discussions the researcher
had witsh other parents. For example, parents were
asked whether they perceived any learning was being
accomplished during videograme playing. They vrere also
asked about their feelings towards computers and
videogames. The survey instrument was also constructed
to answer questions about the frequency at which home
videogames were being used. Questions were also asked
Eo uncover the elements children found most. appealing
in their favoritse videogames .
The population of tshis study consisted of parents
and children from both single-parent households and
two-parent households. I located these families with
the cooperation of a 1oca1 elementary school principal
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in Corning, New York. Our initsial meeting was
prirnarily an exchange of the goals of element.ary
education. One of those goals is to help socialize the
young student body. T went on to e:<plain briefly how
videogames may be utilized to accomplish this task.
The principal proved receptive and somewhat. familiar
with this concept. At our next meeting a brief but
informative proposal and copy of the survey instrlrment
were presented (see appendices). I tsas then
interviewed and permission was granted t.o conducts the
survey.
We reached an agreement and under its t,erms aII
the participant.s identities would remain anonymous. It
was also agreed to that all data collected and a copy
of this study would be made available for the
principal .
I was able to administser the survey t.o a lotal of
227 studenE s. and 227 parent.s. The subjects were toLd
that Ehe survey was on a voluntary basis, and they
could refuse t.o part.icipat.e if they so desired. In
order to eliminate as much bias or perceived bias as to
whether anyone part.icipated in the survey. the teacher
left the room while Ehe students deposited their
responses in a envelope .
The total number of students represented grades
one through five. The response rate was about 22t
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which represented sixty-two students and sixty-two
parents. T. Dunn (personal communication, alanuary 5,
1996) of the Advertising Foundation of America which is
based in New York, New York stsated there is no average
response rate to surveys. Mr. Dunn said the
Advertising Foundatsion of America strives for a sixty
percent return but fifty percent or lower is e:q>ecEed.
He also said the public is becoming desensitized to
surveys because of their widespread use and, tshis tends
to lower response rates as time goes by. Perhaps this
widespread use and thats the researcher was dealing with
young children, who were asked to participate on a
voluntary basis, lowered the potential response rate.
Response To Survey
I provided enough questionnaires to the principat
thats were tso be compl-eEed by tshe individual children
and by one of their parents. The surveys were
distributed to the various teachers who in turn passed
them out. to the children in their classes. The surveys
were passed out on a Friday and collected on the
following Monday. The researcher assumed that having
the weekend to answer the questions would induce a more
reflective approach to completing the survey. Findings
from tshis survey will be discussed in more detail in
the next chapEer.
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CIIAPTER TV
FTNDTNGS AND TMPLTCATTONS
Much of the research on videogames does not dealwith the videogames or videogame systems being used inmost households today. The research deals mainly witharcade and computer games. This study is unique inthat its orj.entation j.s concerned with t.oday,s homevideogames. There was an attempt to examine tsheexisting literature on computer games, videogames, andgaming and simulation exercises. There are a widevariety of computer games whose purpose is to educateand eLicit behavioral change. The motivat.i.ng factorsof game playing have been combined with learningtechniques and have yielded many positive results. Jtis indeed quite possible with the existing knowledge toproduce learning instruments in the home videogameformat that go beyond basic skills such as counting.This researcher also questsioned both parenEs andchildren about some of the aspects concerning therecent wave of home videogames at their disposal 
.These questions can be found in the appendix section ofthis paper. The responses indicate that there is somesupport among Ehe 1ay community Eo further expr,ore thelearning and socializing potentials of home videoganes.
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The second quest.ion asked whats grade level the
respondenEs were present.ly atstending. Of Ehose r.rho
completed Che survey, fourtseen were in the firsts grade,
nine were in the second grade, eighleen were in the
third grade, one respondent in the fourth grade, and
twentsy respondentss in the fifth grade.
Grade Level Of ResPondents
Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5
N
18
12
10
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Question number three asked if there was anyone
home when the child reEurned home from school . The
responses indicate that forty-eight respondents said
there was someone home, tsen respondents replied there
was usua1ly someone home, and four respondents reported
that there was nobody present hrhen they arrived home
from school . of the total respondentss this indicates
that there are at least four respondentss vrho return to
an unsupervised setting when they arrive home from
school . On any given school day tshat number could
increase due to the ten respondents who answered
"usua}Iy" to the question.
Anyone Home After School
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Quest.ion four asked if the respondents owned a
home videogane system. of those surveyed forty-seven
reported owning a home videogame system, and fifteen
reported not owning one. Three out of four or 75.88 of
tshose responding reportsed owning a home videogame
system.
Home Videogame SYstem OwnershiP
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Queslion nudber five asked
played videogames before they go
respondenEs repJ.ied negatsively.
eleven reporced sometimes .
i f tshe respondent.s
to school . Fifty
One report,ed yes and
Played Videogames Before School
Sometimes
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In question nunber six the respondentss were asked
if Ehey played videogames when they returned home from
schoof. Eleven responded yes and thirtsy seven
responded somet.imes. only fourtseen responded
negatively, and Ehis may correspond to Ehe fifteen who
reportsed nots owning a home videogame systsem.
Played Videogames After School
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Question number seven asked if the respondent,s
ever found videogame playing more exciE,ing and more fun
than being with their friends. One respondent, chose
not' Eo repLy, and tshirtsy-fiwe answered no. A totsa1 of
six respondents replied yes to this quesEion and
anoEher twenty replied sometsimes videogames were more
excitsing than tsheir friends. Senlo (1984) would
characterize the positive responses as Ehe respondent
seeking compani.onship witsh tshe videogame and termed tshe
game as an "eLectronic friend.' According to Senlo the
videogame then takes on a prominent role as a
socializing agent.
Videogames More Fun Than Friends
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Quest.ion eight asked if Ehey played videogames
because they had notshing else tso do. Twenty-five
respondentss answered no. Fourtseen respondenEs answered
yes, and anotsher twentsy tshree replied sometimes. The
positive responses would seem to indicate Ehat tshe
respondentss choose videogames over other acEiviEies
such as interactsing with peers, watching television, or
reading .
Played Video Games Because
- Nothing Else To Do
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QuesEion number nine asked how often the
respondents win aE tshej.r favoritse videogames. Four
replied always, eight.een replied often, twenty eight
replied someEimes, elewen replied never, and one
respondenE chose not to answer.
How Often Won At Favorite Videogames
'12
0Questsion Cen asked if winning was t'he mosts
importants tshing about playing videogarnes. Only Ehree
respondent,s answered tshis questsion witsh a yes, and
eight replied sometimes. Fifty respondentss reported
chats winning was nots Ehe mosts importants tshing abouts
playing videogames. This would indicace that Ehe
motivation for these respondenEs playing videogames
lies somewhere other than winning.
ls Winning Most lmportant
Sometimes
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Questsion eleven asked about tshe frequency the
respondenEs played videogames. Eleven reported playing
everyday, fourteen played aE 1easts four days a week,
nineteen report.ed playing once a week and sixteen
reported playing twice a montsh. Two respondentss chose
not to answer this quesEion.
Frequency Playing Videogames
orrce A Week Twlce A lllonlh
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Question number twelve asked tshe respondentss whats
they liked the most about videogames. The choices
given were challenge, visual effectss, sound effecEs,
and contsrol . Forty-five respondents saj-d they liked
tshe challenge offered in videogames the most.. Malone
(1983) reportss that challenge is one of the motsivating
factors in computer and videogames. seven respondentss
replied that they liked Ehe visual effectss the most,
tswo replied that they liked the sound effects, and six
respondents said Ehat player control was tshe most
important aspect of videogames .
Elements Most Liked About Videogames
Challenge
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Vbual Effects Sound Eftects Player Contol
The lasts questsion asked of the children in the
survey was what is tsheir favorite wideogame. There
h'ere many different games menlioned, but. Ehe one
mentioned with tshe mosts freguency was the super Mario
game by Nincendo game systems.
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Parent Responses
Ouestion number one asked parents if they felE
their children were learning certain ski11s while they
are playing videogames. T'wentsy-eight answered yes and
twenty-six replied somet.imes. Only seven parents
responded negatively. ff tserms of percentsages, 88-58
of tshe parentss who responded believe at least sometimes
that Eheir children are learning certain skiIIs while
playing videogames .
Parents Who Felt Children Were
Learning Skills Playing Videogames
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Question number tswo asked if parents played
videogames witsh their children. Thirty-six parents
responded yes, and tswenty-six responded no. The
response indicates tshat. a majoritsy of parentss are
playing and interactsing wiEh tsheir children using
videogames. These parents tshats are interacting wiEh
their children could easily assume the role of a
facilitsatsor in a videogame whose purpose is Eo educate
and inform. Gaming and simulation e>q>erEs consider Ehe
role of Ehe facilitsator very important for tshe
successful completion of manual and person and machine
exercises.
Did Parents Play Videogames With Children
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Question three inquired if parentss considered
their children's videogame playing a waste of time.
Nine parents answered yes tso this question. ThirEy-
nine parents somet.imes felt thats Eheir children's
videogame playing was a wastse of time, and fourteen
felE that it was not a wastse of time.
Did Parents Consider Videogames
A Waste Of Time
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Question number four asked if videogames should be
e>q>anded tso t.each more defined skiIIs. Fifty-six
parents feLts tshat they should tseach more defined skills
to their children. Only five parents responded
negatively tso tshis question. In terms of percentsages
91.88 of the parentss surveyed would like Eo see the
content of videogames be more informative and
educatsional .
Should Videogames Teach More Defined Skitls
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so
rts
30
25
N
15
10
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Question five asked parents how tshey felt about
computers in general . Thirtsy-seven said tshey felts
comfortsable, twenty-tshree said they felt fairly
comfortable, one replied tshey were anxious abouts
compuEers, and one parents replied Ehey were scared of
computers.
How Parents Felt About Computers
Comfortable Fairly
Comfortable
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Anrious
QuesEion six asked how many parents had a home
computser. Seventseen parents have a home computser whiLe
forty-five reported nots having one-
How Many Parents Had Home Computers
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Quest.ion seven asked if tshe parent responding was
a single parents. of Ehose who responded to the survey
tswenty-five reporEed being single parents and thirty
seven reported being in a tswo-parent household '
Si n gle/Two-Parent Households
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Question eights asked tshe
those who answered the survey
and eigh! were ma1e.
gender of the parents .
fiftsy-four were female
of
Parent Gender
50
45
q
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Dat.a Analvsis
The purpose of this study is to determine if it
would be feasible tso use home videogames as a self-he1p
tsool for children. The researcher feels that. in order
to determine if home videogames are a feasible medium
as a self-he1p EooI for children there would have to be
a desire for such an application. Based on lhe survey
and tshe literature review, this researcher feels there
is a desire to apply home videogames t.o the task of
educating and socializing children with ski11s and
values more in align witsh parental objectives. A
relaEively low-costs infrastrucEure that would implement
the concept of using home videogames for such a purpose
already exists in the form of home videogame terminals.
Last.ly, the nature of home videogames would have to
lend themselves tso such an application. In order tso
find support for the feasibility of using home
videogames as a self-help tool for children this
researcher asked questions about parent.s ' at.titudes and
perceptions concerning compulers and horne videogames.
There were many important aspects of home
videogame systems brought to light in the survey. Many
more of the households surveyed owned home videogame
syst.ems than computers. videogame ownership was
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reported by 75.8t of tshe respondents while only 27.4t
owned a home computser. These figures would indicat,e
that a relatively affordable infrastructure of Ior,u- end
compuEer t.erminals exists in the form of home vj.deogame
terminals.
Parents were asked how tshey felt. about computers
and two of sixty-tswo respondenEs felt anxious or
scared. The remaiirder reported being comfortable or
fairly comfortable with computers. This would seem to
reveal that there is a certain acceptance of computers
in general . This favorable attsitude was reflected more
in the reported olvnership of a horne videogame system as
compared to home computers. According to this survey
there are already videogame terminals in three of the
four households surveyed. Of Che sixty-two respondents
only seventeen owned a home computer and none of these
were single parents. The gender of the parent. filling
ouE tshe survey was asked and it indicat,ed that twenty-
four of tshe single-parent. households were headed by
women. OnIy one single-parent household was headed by
a man. There may be otsher circumst.ances other than the
erq)ense tshat. would indicate why no home computsers vrere
owned by single-parent households, but the design of
the survey instrument does not bring them forward.
Parentss' attitudes about home videogames are much
more defined. In response to tshe question should
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videogames be erq>anded to teach more defined ski11s,
91.8t of the parents who responded to the survey
answered yes. The survey revealed thats of tshe sixuy-
two respondents, twenty-five reported tshey were single-
parents. At the very least this reveals Ehat the
burden of parenting in twenty-five families is the
responsibility of one individual . From this group
twenty-tshree e>q>ressed the desire that videogames
should be oq>anded to teach nore defined ski11s to
children. From the tshirty-seven respondents who
indicatsed Ehat they are a tswo-parent household, thirty-
five also e:q>ressed the desire to see videogames
e><panded to teach more defined ski1Is.
A positsive attitude was agai.n reflected by
parents about home videogames in the sense thats the
rnaj ority of tshe respondents believed their children
were already learning certsain ski11s playing home
videoganes. It was also reported that nine respondents
felt that home videogame playing was a waste of time.
Again tshe majority thought it was a waste of tirne only
sometirnes. The fore mentioned data indicates Eo the
researcher tshats there is a positive atstitude and
acceptance of home videogames as learning agencs being
put forth by the majority of responding parents.
The 58.18 of parentss who responded thaE they play
videogames with their children is also encouraging.
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Actively playing videogames togetsher has more value in
a parent/chiId relatsionship than the act of passively
watching tselevision.
Of the parents quesEioned, 91.8t feel tshe need for
more meaningful contents in tshe home videogames that. are
available for them. Perhaps if the content were to be
made more meaningful and more aligned with parental
obj ectsives then the number of parents who play
videogames with their children woul-d rise. Instsead of
the parent's function as role models being displaced by
videogames, iu may possible tshat the tsime spent
together could be enhanced and increased for Ehe
benefit of both the child and the parent..
At this point I would like to include some
conunents that two parent.s felt compelled to writse about
videogames. I will call them parent one and parent
two.
Parent one co[unents, "I feel that, the computer is
a much more useful of a learning tool for children. In
my opinion videogames are a wasEe of Eime and money. "
Parent. two replies, "Often times, like
lelevision, they may become a convenient babysitter for
children although it may be unintentional on Che part
of the parent. We current.ly do not have a videogame
system in our home because of finances, not because I'm
opposed to them. I think videogames could be developed
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into learning tools depending on the concepts they
intsroduce and as long as they are monitored by parents.
f think they should be a family activitsy. "
Parent one was very opposed to tshe idea of
videogames in general . The researcher's belief that.
home videogame playing can be a feasible format as a
learning Eool for children was revealed in Ehe consent
form that accompanied lhe survey inst.rurnents (See
Appendices. ) Parent one was unwilling, or unable to
accept the utility videogames are able to provide.
Conversely parent tswo was recepEive to tshe idea of
expanding the usefulness of videogames.
The idea that a home videogame syst.em could be
useful tool for parents and children seems to be
undersEood by parent two. The data collected frorn
parents and children may serve as valuable input for
the design requirements of any future videogames whose
purpose is to support or reinforce parenEal objectives.
The survey completed by Ehe children showed that
the int.erest in home videogames did not have a high
1eve1 of incidence particular Eo either sex. The grade
1evel of the respondentss did reveal that only one
fourtsh grader complet.ed the survey. Why this is can
not be explained by the researcher. The survey did
indicate that Ewenty-six of sixty-two children found
lhat at least sometimes videogames are more exciting
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then being with their friends. Only three respondent,s
considered winning Ehe most import.ant thing about
playing videogames, and only four reported that they
win all the time. The motivation for using home
videogames rests primarily in the challenge of the game
as reported by forty-five students. The respondent.s
played more videogames aftser school than before school .
The literature review reveals a concern on the
part of some educators, scientists, and parents Ehat
the technologies of television and videogames are
diminishing the time parents have to present tshemselves
as role models for tsheir children. This displacement
of Eime that would be spent. intseracting with peers or
parents is often referred to as the indirect effects of
t.elevision viewing or videogame playing. The direct
effects of these media would refer to any changes in
behavior, short term or long tserm. Due to the
perceived violent content of both media. mosE studies
focus on changes in leveIs of perceived aggression and
hostitiEy. The data also indicate that when atstention
is given to insure that the content of media are
structured with positive themes, positive results are
achieved.
Though there is limited research available on the
effects of home videogames, it is believed content is
also responsible for itss effects. It may be possible
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to use videogames for the drill and practice of
self-help skills for children. It may be assumed the
desirable elements from videogames can be identified
and restructsured into challenging and ent.ertaining
learning devices for children. Realism and player
control are very importsant. attributes of a videogarne.
The player must be able to identify with the game
character and also with the environment the gane is
played in. A game for young children could consist of
a series of tasks related to washing and dressing
before they go to school . The game would need the
intrinsic motivatsing elementss of challenge, fantasy,
and curiosiEy (as defined by Malone, 1983)
to remain interesting, and these elements would keep
the player motivated t.o continue the gameplay.
Videogames as a self-help tsoo1 for children should
take fuII advantage of the modalities tshats they affect,
make fuI1 use of their intseractive qualities, and
clearly present the behavioral objectives thats are
relevant to the needs of the user.
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CHAPTER V
CONCI-,USIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
The goal of this stsudy was to assess the
feasibility of using home videogames as a self-he1p
tsoo1 for children. There was ample informat.ion
available supporting the use of play theory in the form
of compuuer gErmes as a way of imparting certain kinds
of knowledge and ski11s to individuals in a wide range
of age groups. The very nature of horne videogames
lends itself to this ttpe of application. There is a
wide acceptsance of home videogames by children and
parents aIike. This survey showed the desire of some
parents to erqrlore the medium of home videogames for
their potential as a learning agent. The survey also
pointed ouE thats three of Ehe four households surveyed
own a home videogame system. An infrastructsure is
already in place and the parents surveyed would like to
see the medium teach more defined skiI1s tso their
children. A majoriuy of tshe parents already felt their
children were acquiring certain skills in their
videogame p1ay. Children were reported to be
increasingly trading the glow of television programming
for the glow of home videogames.
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Parents and their opportunities t.o act. as role
models were being replaced by the technologies of
television and home videogames. Much of this
displacement of parents serving as role models stems
from the economic and social conditions of todays
modern world. Are children today being equipped with
the proper values and ski11s in order for them to
function witsh responsible. appropriate responses tso
societal situations and demands ? Are we as parents,
educatsors, and adults using all the ski11s and tools at
our disposal in order tso prepare our children for the
world we have creatsed for them? If it means we must
develop non-t.raditional ways of imparting skiI1s and
values to our children, perhaps we had better consider
all of the approaches at hand.
We live in a culture that is heavily reliant on
the technology of television and its attending
entercainment. devices. What we need to do is go beyond
Ehe applicatsion of tselevision and videogames as simply
toys and transform tshem into tools whose purpose is to
aid in the positive socialization of our children.
Papert (1980) staEed thaE the psychological impact of
television couLd be increased by the computer in two
ways. He advocated designing the content. for specific
viewers, and making the television int.eractive. Home
videogame terminals have accomplj.shed both tasks. It
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is tsime to go beyond the ent.ertainment value and
applications of home videogames and e:<p1ore their
educational and socializing potential .
If we take tshe desire to play videogames and
directs its towards videogame play that employs the
simulated completion of self-help ski1ls, we have a
situation where positive thematic input is repeated and
reinforced. Goals would focus on self-he1p and problem
solving ski11s. Self-he1p ski11s could cover a broad
range of life coping skil1s such as safety issues. A
garne character could be guided by the player on a walk
Ehrough a simulated neighborhood where every day
encounters coul-d be simulated and deal! with in a safe
learning envirorunent,. The diminished role parents are
e>q>eriencing in the socialization of their children due
to the intrusive natsure of television and videoganes
can be somewhat counEeracted. ConEent and application
of these technologies could be more aligned wiEh
parental obj ectives.
rn our modern societsy, technologTy is playing an
increasing role as a socializing agents and it is up tso
us to insure that. its impact is positsive. As far back
as 1963 Bandura and Wallers assert mass media are one
way to further the goals of parents. They also believe
that careful consideration about the content of
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children's mass media can greatly benefit both children
and parentss .
Videogames were not yet. available when Bandura and
Waltsers (1963) made their assertsions. The idea that
positive, prosocial cont.ents of mass media may prove
beneficial holds true today. Lesser (1974) indicates
that children will learn attitudes like kindness and
alt.ruisrn if present.ed with tshe proper models or
modeling technique.
No society can hold back technological change and
its resultant sociological impact. New Eechnologies
along with ideas about their use are constantly being
introduced, and it. takes time to see how they effect
personality developrnent and personal relationships
between people and people and rnachines. One vray to
accomplish this would be to borrow some of the
tsechniques used in gaming and simulation exercises.
L,earning through simulalion is founded in tshe tsheory
that learning can be increased and heighEened when
based on oq>eriences Ehat are fun, entsertaining and
gamelike.
IE is our social responsibility as parents and
adults to see that children are prepared and hawe the
skiIls to int.eracts in the world environments we have
created for them. If a child's videogame system can be
t.ransformed to an in-home gambling device, then surely
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such oq)ertise can be made to better benefit our
children. If the US Army can lake a child's videogame
and tsransform it tso a tank gunners training device,
then we certainly owe it tso our children t,o e:q)lore
other educational possibilities home vi.deogames have to
offer. A videogame that was based on the dangers that
inner-city children are faced with might provide them
with tshe ski11s and alternat.ives tshats would keep tshem
out of harms way.
Home videogame systems offer parents and children
a Iow-cost and affordable medium chat many consider an
enEry level Eo Ehe world of computers. Many lower
income families cannot afford a personal computer and
all the educatsional software uhat are available for
them, but many can afford one of the several home
videogame syscems. It is unfortsunate tshat more
educatsional and informational material is not provided
for Ehe parents and children who do noE have personal
computers at their disposal . By making videogames a
family activity as parenE tswo suggestsed, parenting can
be increased rather than being displaced by the influx
of videogames into the American household.
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APPETIDIX A
Ouest.ions for Children
Questions for children:
1) Are you male- or f emale-?
2 ) What grade 1eve1 are you-?
3) Is there anyone home when you come home from school?
Yes- Usually- No-
4) Do you have a home videogame system?
Yes_ No_
5) Do you play videogames before you go to school?
Yes- SomeEimes- No-
5) Do you play videogames when you come home from
school ?
Yes- Sometimes- No-
7) Do you ever find videogames more exciting and more
fun than being with your friends?
Yes- SomeEimes- No-
8) Do you play videogames because you have nothing else
tso do?
Yes- SomeEimes- No-
9) How often do you win at your favorite videogame?
Always- Often_ Sonetsimes_ Never_
10) Is winning the most important thing abouts playing
vj.deogames ?
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Yes- Sometimes- No-
11) How oftsen do you play videogames?
Everyday_ Four days a week_ Once a week_
Trr,rice a montsh or less-
12) whaE do you like most about videogames?
Challenge_ Visual ef fect.s- Sound Effects_
Cont.rol-
13 ) IalhaE is your favorite
videogame?
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APPEIVDIX B
ouestions for Parents
1) Do you feel children are learning certain ski1ls
when they are playing videogames?
Yes- Sometsimes- No-
2) Do you play videogames wiEh your children?
Yes_ No_
3) Do you feel that playing videogames is a waste of
time for children?
Yes- Sometimes- No-
4) Should videogames be e:q>anded to teach more defined
skilIs to children?
Yes_ No_
5) How do you feel about compuEers in general?
Comfortable- Fairly comfortable- Anxious-
Scared-
5) Do you have a computser at home?
Yes_ No_
7) Are you a single parent?
Yes_ No_
8 ) Are you male- or Female-?
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Appendix C
CONSENT FORI4
1. Purpose of the Stsudv
The purpose of this study is to aid in the
transition of home videogames from toys to tools of
learning. Parents' and childrens' feelings and
attitudes about videogames will provide valuable
insights for the development of futsure informative and
entertaining home videogames .
2. Benefits of Ehe Studv
The main benefit of this study is to add tso the
limited body of research on videogames. This study is
unique in that iE seeks out the valuable opinions
parents and children have about videog€rmes. The most
obvious benefits for the participanEs is that it gives
them a voice in the process of research.
3. whaE You will Be Asked Eo Do
Your child will bring home from school a survey
questionnaire designed to discover some of your
feelings about videogames. Should your child be t.oo
young tso complete the questionnaire for themselves I
would ask thats you help tshem in doing so. A11 voices
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are equally importsants in this research. rt should only
take a few minutses to complete the survey, and if for
any reason you choose not tso answer any question it is
your right to do so. You will be asked to send the
survey questionnaire and tshe consent form back to
school with your child the following day. This survey
is volunEary and you and your child are under no
obligation tso participate.
4. rf You would Like More Information About uhe stsudv
I am a graduate students ats Ithaca College and this
survey is parE of my thesis projects. The project
addresses tshe prelirninary design of videogames meant to
serve as parenting aids. If you have any questions
concerning the survey or Ehe study itself please
contact George A. spisak at your convenience at 607-
936-948s.
5. How the Datsa Will be Maintained in Confidence
Since taking part in the survey is on a volunteer
basis a collection envelope will be provided, and for a
moment the teacher will leave the room when the surveys
are collected. This is done to insure that there are
no consequences for not participating in the survey.
Since half of the survey part.icipant.s are under the age
of eighteen a consent form will have to be signed by
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tshe parent or guardian in order tso a11ow tshe child to
participate in the survey. A separate envelope will be
provided for the collection of the consent forms so
that complete anonlrmi ty will be maintained. This st.ep
is taken to insure that tshe signed consent form and the
survey questionnaire can not be maEched t.o see who
answered what .
I have read the above and underst.and its contsents. I
agree to a11ow my minor child and myself uo participatse
in this study.
Parent or
Guardian Datse
Student Date
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